
SIXTH CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC PUBLIC POLICY AND 

DEVELOPMENT (CEPAD) 

Theme: Election Impacts of The Economic Conditions. How  Different Goals of The Different 

Parts Will Affect the Economy 

Introduction  

Long term economic result take hits in the election year and both government and citizen only 

focus on the short-term effect that may have immediate effects. Economic growth suffers for the 

election efforts and not to mention when election process worsens to   produce political crises that 

may develop to full scale war and social conflict. Conference on Economic and Public Policy 

Development (CEPAD) is the premier platform for the presentation of the research result and new 

advances in economics and public policy in Somalia and over the world. The conference was 

established in recognition of that economic policy and administrative efficiencies are an essential 

aspect of governmental and social development.  Most of the public policies steer up the inequality, 

negatively influence the economic incentives so such policies fail to produce the expected outcome 

and merely become counterproductive.  For policies to be optimal, it needs the beneficiaries’ input 

and as well the policymaker's resourcefulness. Which will help them avoid the establishment of 

the spontaneous policy which is politically and economically bushed.   

Resiling Somalia is indeed very needful to ignite the initiatives to embrace economic and public 

policy development to achieve institutional establishment, impressive growth as well 

administrative efficacy.  The conference on economic and Public Policy and Administration 

Development will be held for its sixth time, in SIMAD UNIVERSITY.   

The Objectives of the Conference  

This conference is in the mission of disseminating findings of dozens of researches conducted on 

this field by the researchers and the students of the SIMAD UNIVERSITY and others in the 

country and overseas. SIMAD UNIVERSITY realizes that the actual academic objective is not 

merely attained in-class task but is also in the line of contributing to the society by researching 

those issue that is important to the society. This conference will serve this very objective of 

establishing a forum for research presentation and knowledge transfers.  



 

 

Subject Areas of the Conference  

The conference areas are economic, public policy, and public administration. It covers all these 

areas, and not limited to it;  

 Economic implications of the free trade and regional integrations  

 Public accountability and process transparency  

 Macroeconomic policies and their effects on the national economy.  

 Microeconomics and individual producer and consumer decision making. 

 Determinants of the commodity price and price control policies  

 Centralization and local government policies in both rural and urban areas.  

 Public personnel behavior and public service delivery  

 Analysis and examination of the public policy effectiveness and its impact on economic 

agents. 

 Factors that affect international trade, regional economic integration, and the common 

markets. 

 Intergovernmental relations and issues of fiscal federalism and resource distribution.  

 Macroeconomic interventions and their ability to correct market-born inefficiencies. 

 Globalizations and global capital, goods, and service flow that shapes the global single 

market.  

Criteria for Evaluating the Papers  

 Papers submitted to this conference must be:  

 Original and relevant to the areas scoped to this conference.  

 must be research papers, conceptual papers, and paper reviews will not be considered for 

this conference. 

 the areas of the research should be Somalia and should have clear policy implications.  

 All sources are explicitly cited through APA referencing style.  

 



 

 

 

The Structure of The Papers  

Title Page: Title of the article and Author(s) name(s)  

Abstract: Purpose of the study, methodology, result and discussion, and conclusion.  

Introduction: Background, problem statement, objectives, and the significance of the research.  

Literature: Summary of the several previous works  

Methodology: Theory, data, model, and the model tests  

Results: Summary of the Main Findings  

Conclusion: Summary and the Policy Implication  

References: APA Style  

Important Dates 

No. Activity  Date (2021) 

1.  Abstraction submission  1st June -15th June   

2.  Reviewer comments and suggestions  20th June  

3.  Resubmission of revised abstracts  26th June   

4.  Notification of reviewer’s final decision  1st July-5th July 

5.  Submission of the full papers 5th July-10th July 

6.  Conference registration  11th July-16th July  

7.  Late registration 20th July  

8.  Publication of the conference tentative  20th July  

9.  Conference Day 27th July  

10.  Publication of the conference proceedings  30th July  

 



 

 

 

 

Contact Details  

If you are interested in presenting a paper to the conference or wish to participate in it, never 

hesitate to send your paper or ask about the process via this E-mail:  

cepad@simad.edu.so 

you can also contact to: 

Abdinur Ali Mohamed (252619993660) 

Abdisalam Yusuf Jarane (252615995969) 

 

Looking Forward to Meeting with You at the Conference 
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